Introduction

Social media has transformed communication through Internet technologies that allow users to communicate directly with each other. A key consequence of this is that traditional institutions (for example, the mainstream media, corporations and public agencies) no longer play a controlling role in information flows.

This shift in the balance of power is illustrated by such phenomena as the viral “United Breaks Guitars” video on YouTube.1 Millions viewed with the airline traveler’s consumer complaint delivered by song. The post resonated with every consumer that identified with the frustration of not having companies take responsibility for their actions.

Another implication of social media is that conversations are occurring in different places and among different people. No longer is the concept of a “community” something that is defined by location.2

There are a number of implications—both positive and negative—for public officials. The legal issues represent one such set of implications. Issues to be aware of include:

1) First Amendment issues relating to government restrictions on speech,
2) Use of public resource issues,
3) Employee use of social media, both on behalf of the agency and personally,
4) Other employment-related social media issues,
5) Open meeting law issues,
6) Public records retention and disclosure issues,
7) Procurement, gift and contract issues, and
8) Equal access/Section 508 (disability access) issues.
In some cases, the task for agency attorneys is to determine what the law requires in a given situation. When that is the case, this paper identifies the law that exists on the point and how some agencies have approached the issue. In other cases, the task is to assess the agency’s practices against local requirements. In such instances, this paper merely endeavors to flag the issue as one that needs to be analyzed.

**First Amendment Issues**

**Public Forum Issues for Blogs, Facebook and Interactive Sites**

One motivation for public agencies to use social media is that they can be effective mechanisms for sharing important information. However, part of their popularity lies in their interactive capabilities: indeed, the ability to get feedback and energize online communities is one of the emerging powers of Web 2.0 applications.3

Thus, while a public agency can control what its part of the conversation says, there are limited options for managing what others might say. Moreover, trying to so do may risk litigation under the civil rights laws.4

The degree to which public agencies can control what gets posted on a website, blog or social media site turns on what courts call a “public forum” analysis. The first question is what kind of public forum has a public agency created? There are three possible answers:

1) A traditional public forum,

2) A designated public forum, and

3) A nonpublic forum.5

“Traditional public forums” are places like streets, sidewalks, and parks which have been by tradition or public agency action been devoted to assembly and debate. A nonpublic forum is a place that is not by tradition or designation a forum for members of the public to communicate with each other.

A “designated public forum” involves a situation in which a public agency intentionally opens a nonpublic forum for public discourse. There is a subcategory of a designated public forum that is called a “limited public forum” that refers to a type of nonpublic forum that the public agencies have intentionally opened to certain groups or to certain topics.6

---

**What Is Social Media?**

Social media integrates technology, social interaction and content creation to collaboratively create online information.

Through social media, people or groups can create, organize, edit, comment on, combine and share content. In the process, this can help public agencies better achieve their communications and public engagement goals.

Some of the most commonly-used types of social media by public agencies include:

- Blogs (example: WordPress)
- Social Networks (example: Facebook)
- Microblogs (example: Twitter)
- Wikis (example: Wikipedia)
- Video (example: YouTube)
- Podcasts
- Discussion Forums
- RSS Feeds
- Photo Sharing (example: Flickr)

**Source:** [www.howto.gov/social-media](http://www.howto.gov/social-media)
Public agency meetings are considered limited public forums. Courts have upheld rules of decorum when necessary to prevent a speaker from disrupting a meeting in a way that prevents or impedes the accomplishment of the meeting’s purpose. 

A threshold issue is whether a public agency has opened its website or other communications vehicle to others to post materials of their choosing. If not, then the website is not a public forum and the agency does not violate First Amendment rights when it excludes content.

If a public agency does allow others to post materials of their choosing on a website, blog or social media site, then a credible argument can be made that the agency has created a designated public forum. This would mean that the agency cannot exclude (or delete) material based on its content unless that restriction served a compelling state interest that is narrowly tailored to achieving that interest. Even if the agency created only a “limited public forum” for certain groups or to certain topics, it cannot delete posts simply because they are critical of the agency, its officials or employees or the agency otherwise dislikes what the posts say.

Strategies to Minimize First Amendment Missteps

Social media site settings are another opportunity to minimize missteps. On Facebook, for example, a public agency has choices on how to set its page up. On a "fan page," an agency may select settings so that only authorized staff can start a new topic. This helps limit topics to ones that are related to agency business.

There is, however, no way to turn off "comments" on a Facebook wall page - even if one restricts the other settings. You can delete any comment on a page, remove someone who “likes” your page and can permanently ban someone from the page if you feel that is necessary.

Although factually and technically a public agency could take these actions to “control” comments posted, the question is under what circumstances it would be lawful to do so.

A potential example is deleting comments because they contain profanity. The United States Supreme Court has recognized that some forms of profanity are protected speech. Even though a public agency might properly ban profanity on certain communications media (as happened in the case involving George Carlin’s words that can’t be used on the radio), the court has also
concluded that the Internet is different than television or the radio.\textsuperscript{15}

Note that Facebook offers a tool that allows page administrators to block postings and comments that contain profanity\textsuperscript{16} but the terms of use do not seem to specifically prohibit profanity. They do prohibit “content that is “hate speech, threatening, or pornographic; incites violence; or contains nudity or graphic or gratuitous violence.” Also prohibited is bullying, intimidating or harassing any user.\textsuperscript{17}

Given the limitations on how a social media page can be set up, it’s important to consider other strategies. One is to adopt a social medial policy. Such policies, among other things, provide an opportunity to define and limit the scope of its own and others’ activities as they relate to the agency’s social media site.

For example, the City of Seattle’s social media policy says:

1) Users and visitors to social media sites shall be notified that the intended purpose of the site is to serve as a mechanism for communication between City departments and members of the public. City of Seattle social media site articles and comments containing any of the following forms of content shall not be allowed:

a. Comments not topically related to the particular social medium article being commented upon;

b. Comments in support of or opposition to political campaigns or ballot measures;

c. Profane language or content;

d. Content that promotes, fosters, or perpetuates discrimination on the basis of race, creed, color, age, religion, gender, marital status, status with regard to public assistance, national origin, physical or mental disability or sexual orientation;

e. Sexual content or links to sexual content;

f. Solicitations of commerce;

g. Conduct or encouragement of illegal activity;

h. Information that may tend to compromise the safety or security of the public or public systems; or

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Do’s and Don’ts</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Do</strong> adopt and publicize a social media policy that limits the purpose of the site to serve as a mechanism for communication between the agency and the public.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Do</strong> define what kinds of content fall outside that purpose (including commercial, campaign, discriminatory or profane postings) and include a warning that content outside the purpose are subject to removal.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Do</strong> advise staff that they may not delete postings simply because they may be critical of the agency or agency officials.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Do</strong> respond with a sense of common humanity and humor if the agency makes a mistake in a social media post.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Content that violates a legal ownership interest of any other party.

These guidelines must be displayed to users or made available by hyperlink. Any content removed based on these guidelines must be retained, including the time, date and identity of the poster when available (see the City of Seattle Twitter, Facebook and CityLink standards).18

The policy reserves the city’s right to restrict or remove any content that is deemed in violation of its policy or any applicable law; it also indicates its goal of approaching the use of social media tools as consistently as possible, enterprise wide.19 Seattle also has a specific Facebook policy.20 That policy requires its staff to post the following warning on its pages:

Comments posted to this page will be monitored. Under the City of Seattle blogging policy, the City reserves the right to remove inappropriate comments including those that have obscene language or sexual content, threaten or defame any person or organization, violate the legal ownership interest of another party, support or oppose political candidates or ballot propositions, promote illegal activity, promote commercial services or products or are not topically related to the particular posting.

The State of Utah’s social media policy21 gives the following direction to its staff regarding moderating comments:

In some social media formats such as Facebook, Blogs, Twitter responses, etc., you may encounter comments which cause your concern as a moderator or responsible party. If user content is positive or negative and in context to the conversation, then the content should be allowed to remain, regardless of whether it is favorable or unfavorable to the State. If the content is ugly, offensive, denigrating and completely out of context, then the content should be rejected and removed.

Note the use of the word “and” instead of “or” in the last sentence. The content has to be ugly, offensive, denigrating AND completely out of context in order to be rejected.

**Bottom Line**

In short, if an agency participates in social media, it’s safe to assume that inappropriate posts will occur (“trolls” whose goal it is to disrupt discussions and elicit emotional responses abound on the Internet, just as gadflies seem to flock to public agency public comment periods at meetings). The legally conservative response is to not delete such posts. Correct any misinformation in an even-toned manner and let others evaluate the information as presented.

---

**Do’s and Don’ts**

**Do** take advantage of social media site options specifically designed for government.

**Do** address campaign advocacy in the agency’s social media policy by prohibiting it and publicizing the prohibition.

**Do** provide employees responsible for managing the agency’s social media activities clear guidelines.

**Do** periodically remind (through AB 1234 training and other mechanisms) local officials and staff of the prohibitions against personal and political use of public resources.
Use-of-Public-Resources Issues and Social Media

Public officials are aware of the restrictions of using public resources for either personal or political purposes. State law says that elected officials and staff may not use public resources for personal or campaign purposes (or other purposes not authorized by law).

Personal Activities

"Personal purpose" means those activities which are for personal enjoyment, private gain or advantage, or an outside endeavor not related to the public’s business. "Personal purpose" does not include the incidental and minimal use of public resources, such as an occasional telephone call.

This section suggests that an occasional personal “tweet” or visit to one’s personal Facebook page on agency time might not be a violation of the law. Employees should be reminded, however, that it’s important to keep in mind public perceptions (and the “public” includes one’s friends and family). It should never appear public servants are spending their time at work doing anything other than the public’s business.

And, of course, YouTube makes it possible for the public to record, post and publicize public servants’ actions while on duty on the internet. The admonition “don’t do anything you don’t want to read about on the front page of the newspaper” needs to be updated to include “Don’t do anything you don’t want to see posted on YouTube.” As part of the public agency’s overall social media or ethics training, it may be helpful to remind employees of this new reality.

Political Activities

Campaign activities and agency use of social media also present issues. Social media tends to be a hotbed of political expression. According to the Pew Internet and American Life study, the internet is now roughly equal to newspapers and nearly twice as important as radio as a source of election news and information.

FPPC Tackles Internet Political Activity

The Fair Political Practices Commission is considering how to achieve greater transparency in paid online communications involving social media.

“Traditional” campaign media like slate mailers, direct mail flyers and advertisements - all must include disclosures of their source and financing. This traditional media has increasingly been supplemented, if not supplanted, by communications through social media (for example, email, tweets, websites and YouTube videos).

In 2010, the FPPC created a subcommittee to brief the full commission about the current state of the disclosure of the sources and financing of Internet political activity; whether voters are subject to false or misleading information regarding the source and funding of Internet political activities; the need, if any, to enhance and protect political activity on the Internet; and the need, if any, for legislative or regulatory actions.


In the fall of 2013, the FPPC adopted a new regulation (18421.5) that requires political committees to include paid Internet communications on their Form 460 activity reports.
Not surprisingly, political advisers and consultants have noticed this phenomenon. As a result, local agencies should be alert to activities occurring which make it appear that the agency is using public resources for political activities, whether candidate campaigns or ballot measure advocacy.26

For example, a potential concern is paid political advertising appearing adjacent to a public agency’s Facebook page: page visitors may not necessarily be aware that the public agency doesn’t control a social media provider’s advertising placements. One step is to investigate whether a given social media provider makes options available that limit adjacent political advertising.

Just as candidates and others sometimes try to use public comment periods to air their views and positions, one can also imagine scenarios in which candidates for local office might want to post content on the agency’s Facebook page or some similar venue. For this reason, Seattle and West Hollywood have social media policies that prohibit comments in support of or opposition to political campaigns or ballot measures.27

The strongest position from which to enforce such a policy is for a public agency not to not post content relating to candidate or ballot measure advocacy on the agency’s site (including not becoming a fan of candidate or ballot measure advocacy sites). Of course, the usual restrictions on using public resources for campaign activities also apply when posting content to the agency’s website or social media outlets.28

Restrictions on Employee Postings and Tweets

Another issue for local agencies to be aware of as they contemplate the world of Web 2.0 is the degree to which employees can speak their minds on the Internet. In a 2009 Deloitte LLP Survey on Ethics in the Workplace, 74 percent of those responding employees readily agreed that use of social media can harm their employers’ reputation.29

Employers have adopted a number of policies to guide (or restrict) employees’ use of social media. Perhaps the most succinct come from the “Gruntled Employees” (www.gruntledemployees.com) blog:

- **Blogging Policy:** Be professional.30
Twitter Policy: Be professional, kind, discreet, authentic. Represent us well. Remember that you can’t control it once you hit “Tweet.”

Some public agencies have found it helpful to adopt more extensive policies and guidelines: samples can be found at www.ca-ilg.org/socialmediapolicies.

There is legitimate room for debate on whether additional guidance will help avoid embarrassing posts. The Deloitte study notes that nearly half of the respondents said that their employers’ policies don’t change their behavior in cyberspace. It may be useful, however, to remind employees that standards for employee conduct (for example, conduct unbecoming a police officer) also apply in cyberspace.

Whether or not policies help, it’s important for public employers to keep in mind that public agencies may not restrict their employees’ First Amendment rights to comment on matters of public interest. In fashioning the law in this area, courts have endeavored to strike a balance between the interests of employees as citizens and the interests of public agency employers in efficiently providing public services through their employees.

Public agencies find themselves litigating these issues when an employee claims that an agency “retaliated” (typically by firing or adverse employment action) against the employee for the employee’s exercise of his or her First Amendment rights.

In evaluating such claims, the courts ask a series of questions. The first and perhaps most important relates to the nature of the topic that the employee spoke (or tweeted) about. The question is whether the employee’s speech involved issues of “public concern” relating to matters of political, social or other concern to the community. Analysis of public concern is not an exact science. One test is whether the information shared by an employee helps community members make informed decisions about the operation of their government.

“Unlawful conduct by a government employee or illegal activity within a government agency is a matter of public concern.” Furthermore, “misuse of public funds, wastefulness, and inefficiency in managing and operating government entities are matters of inherent public concern.” Note that the whistleblower protection laws also protect employees who express concern about these kinds of issues.

What are not issues of public concern? Individual personnel disputes and grievances that are not relevant to the evaluating public agency performance.

Other Employment-Related Social Media Issues

A number of employers use Internet research and social media to find and screen potential employees. One thing for employers to keep in mind is that information (both positive and negative) posted on social media sites can be misleading or downright false. A good practice is to verify information received through social media to maximize the likelihood that agencies are acting on reliable information when making hiring decisions.
In addition, the same requirements relating to fairness (non-discrimination) and privacy (for example, credit checks), apply to online activities. For example, those engaged in hiring activities should be reminded that adverse employment decisions based on religion, race or sexual orientation are just as unlawful if the information is acquired through social media as through other means.

Beginning in 2013, California employers face limitations on accessing employees’ (or prospective employees’) personal social media activities. Employers may not require or request an employee’s or job candidate’s social media username or password. Also prohibited is requesting someone to access personal social media in the employer’s presence or divulge personal social media.42

Another good practice is to be clear on what social media strategies the agency supports as an appropriate and helpful use of public resources on agency time versus what activities are personal in nature. An agency’s discussions relating to social media use can be a useful opportunity to remind employees and officials about proscriptions against personal use of public resources, whether such use involves personal internet surfing or personal use of social networking sites.43

**Open Meeting Laws**

For some, the Internet is the ultimate meeting place. Everything is fairly public (the qualifier “fairly” has to be inserted because the extensive use of pseudonyms that make it difficult sometimes to determine who is doing the speaking; see also sidebar on page 14 regarding the digital divide).

**Unlawful Meetings via Technology**

That having been said, conversations on the Internet among public officials can constitute an unlawful “meeting” within the meaning of open meeting laws. For example, California’s open meeting law prohibits decision-makers from:

> Using a series of communications of any kind, directly or through intermediaries, to discuss, deliberate or take action on any item of business that is within the subject matter jurisdiction of the legislative body.44

The Attorney General has opined that this section prohibits officials from using email to develop
a collective concurrence as to an action to be taken, even if the emails are posted on the Internet and distributed at the next public meeting of the body. This is consistent with the open meeting law’s underlying purpose of requiring that people be able to observe decision-maker deliberations.

**Electronic Postings of Agendas**

The question arises whether simply posting an agenda on a website or through social media satisfies open meeting agenda posting requirements. The answer is no. California law has been amended to add a requirement that agendas must be posted on a local agency’s website, if the agency has one. However, the original language that an agenda should be posted in a location that is freely accessible to the public remains.

The Attorney General has opined that posting agendas to electronic kiosks that are accessible 24/7 is an acceptable alternative in lieu of a paper posting, the concern would be that the Internet may not meet the requirement that agendas be posted in a location that is “freely” accessible to members of the public.

Thus, while an agency must post agendas and supporting materials on one’s website and may do so through social media outlets, a paper copy (or its equivalent) must still be posted.

**Online Teleconferencing?**

Finally, the only reference in California’s open meeting law relating to the use of technology to have meetings relates to teleconferencing. For purposes of the Brown Act, “teleconference” means a meeting of a legislative body, the members of which are in different locations, connected by electronic means, through either audio or video or both. Special posting requirements apply and each teleconference location must be accessible to the public. The public must have the opportunity to address decision-makers at each location.

These requirements can be satisfied using webcams and other technologies allow decision-makers to be connected through either audio or video (for example, through Skype, Google+ or similar online video-conferencing applications).

However, the typewritten modes of communication (the communication that predominates on blogs, Facebook, LinkedIn and similar social media sites) tends not to involve audio or video. Communications among a quorum of governing body members using these channels therefore would not satisfy California’s open meeting requirements. Moreover, text-based communications tend to occur sequentially over time as opposed to simultaneously. Nor do text-based Internet communications typically involve allowing the public to be present with decision-makers at the teleconference location as required under California’s exception for teleconferencing.

**Using Technology to Foster Public Engagement**

A key purpose of California’s open meeting law is to foster public participation in the decision-making process. There are ways that Web 2.0 technology can support this goal, including the law’s requirement that the public have an opportunity to address decision-makers prior to an item
being decided. Such technologies supplement, but do not supplant, the requirement that communications opportunities also be offered at meetings.

For example, local agencies and individual decision-makers can offer residents the opportunity to weigh in on issues pending decision through web forums and similar mechanisms, in addition to at meetings. Of course, whenever and however public input is solicited, it is important to show that decision-makers received and considered such input when making a decision. As discussed previously, it’s also important to understand the First Amendment implications to creating such forums.

**Public Records/Disclosure Issues**

Another question is whether public agency postings on third-party social media sites are public records for purposes of records retention or records production requirements.

**Records Retention**

In California, records retention is governed by a separate statute than public records production. Local agencies generally must retain public records for a minimum of two years, although some records may be destroyed sooner. Most local agencies adopt record retention schedules as part of their records management system. The Secretary of State provides local agencies with record management guidelines.

There is no definition of the “public records” subject to state records retention statutes. The California Attorney General says that a “public record” for purposes of records retention laws is “a thing which constitutes an objective lasting indication of a writing, event or other information, which is in the custody of a public officer and is kept either (1) because a law requires it to be kept or (2) because it is necessary or convenient to the discharge of the public officer’s duties and was made or retained for the purpose of preserving its informational content for future reference.”

Under this definition, local agency officials retain some discretion concerning what agency records must be kept pursuant to state records retention laws. Similarly, the Public Records Act allows for local agency discretion concerning what preliminary drafts, notes or interagency or intra-agency memoranda are retained in the ordinary course of business.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Do’s and Don’ts</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Do</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Do</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Do</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Do</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Do</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Do</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Do</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
It would seem that California local agencies can make a strong argument that social media site content is not 1) “kept”, 2) required to be kept by law, and 3) is not necessary to be kept in discharge of a public official’s duties or made/retained for the purposes of preserving content for future reference. Stating as much in their records retention schedules would seem to be sufficient.

On the other hand, if a public agency is using social media for public input (for example, to solicit public input on planning issues), the agency will want to capture the input provided for the administrative record.

**Records Production**

The second question is whether content posted on third-party social media sites are public records which an agency is obliged to produce in response to a California Public Records Act request.

In some ways, analyzing the status of content a public agency may post on social media sites may seem a bit paradoxical. The key purpose of California’s Public Records Act is to provide the public with access to information that enables them to monitor the functioning of the government; a similar purpose may be ascribed to state constitutional requirements that public official and public agency writings be open to public scrutiny. Using social media to share information with the public accomplishes that very purpose, without putting the public to the trouble of making records requests and asking for copies of requested documents.

Of course, not everyone has access to the Internet and it is conceivable that someone who doesn’t would ask a public agency to provide a copy of posted information on third party social media sites. This may not be a big deal if the post still is displayed on the social media site, but what if it has been deleted? Agencies are not required to reconstruct electronic copies of records no longer available to the agency in electronic format. This makes it unlikely an agency will have to recreate

---

**Agency Postings Are Public Records in Florida**

In 2009, the Florida Attorney General determined that a city Facebook page falls within Florida’s definition of public records which includes all “material” “made or received . . . in connection with the transaction of official business by any agency.” The AG concluded that the city therefore needed to include such information in its retention policies.

Another issue the AG addressed is whether the city’s Facebook friends’ information might become a public record. The AG said it couldn’t reach a “categorical” conclusion, but suggested that the city include a warning regarding the application of Florida’s public records laws. This is the warning the city uses:

**Disclosure**

*The City of Coral Springs Facebook Fan page is informational only. Should you require a response from the City or wish to request City services, you must go to coralsprings.org/help*

*Under Florida law, all content on the City’s Facebook page is subject to the public records law, Chapter 119, Florida Statutes. By becoming a fan of the City of Coral Springs and/or posting on the City’s wall, your information will be a matter of public record. The City is required to retain this information in accordance with the State of Florida retention schedule. This may include information on your own Facebook page. All comments will be maintained for a minimum of 30 days after a forum has ended.*

In the city attorney’s analysis of the AG opinion, he noted that there is an ancillary issue whether the city has the technological capability to retain Facebook content. He also noted that, under an AG opinion interpreting Florida law, it may be Facebook that is responsible for retaining the content.

These materials are available at [www.ca-ilg.org/socialmediaFloridalaw](http://www.ca-ilg.org/socialmediaFloridalaw).
or archive its postings on social media sites. Another concern that has been expressed is what if the agency can see information on agency “friends’” sites that others cannot? If the agency receives a request for information on an agency’s “friend’s” page, what would an agency’s legal obligations be in these situations?

### Access to Technology in California

A June 2013 study by the Public Policy Institute of California reveals interesting trends:

- 82 percent of Californians have access to the Internet at home (69 percent have broadband access);
- Californians in the San Francisco Bay Area, Orange County, and San Diego are more likely to have broadband internet at home than those in the Inland Empire, Los Angeles, or the Central Valley;
- Latinos are less likely to use information technology than whites, blacks, and Asian Pacific Islanders;
- Internet access at home decreases with age; and
- Access varies by income and education as well.

See [www.ppic.org/content/pubs/survey/S_613MBS.pdf](http://www.ppic.org/content/pubs/survey/S_613MBS.pdf)

Under the Public Records Act, “public records” include “any writing containing information relating to the conduct of the public’s business prepared, owned, used or retained by any state or local agency regardless of physical form or characteristics.” Records include records in any media, including electronic media, in which public agencies may store such records.

The challenge is that agency posts on social media may not, strictly speaking, be held in the possession of public agencies. For example, although Facebook’s terms of use indicate that users “own” their information, the terms of use also explain that postings occur to the Facebook “platform” and that such postings give Facebook a non-exclusive and transferable license to that content. The company also reserves the right to make Facebook inaccessible to someone who violates its terms of use. The company also explains that deleting content occurs in a manner similar to emptying the recycle bin on a computer--removed content may persist in Facebook’s backup copies for a reasonable period of time (but will not be available to others).

There are a variety of cases that indicate that the status of public records is tied to writings that are maintained or in the possession of public agencies. (Although being in the possession of a public agency does not in and of itself make a writing a public record.) Although postings on social media sites are “prepared,” “owned” and “used” by local agencies, they are not arguably retained by the agency (particularly if the agency’s retention and/or social media policy exclude them from retention schedules).

However, there are two trial court decisions that have taken a more expansive view of the records subject to disclosure under the Public Records Act, one decision holding that emails sent and received on officials personal (non-agency) email accounts are subject to disclosure. In terms of the agency having to disclose information to which it has access through the equivalent of fans or friending, such information arguably does not relate to the “conduct of the public’s
business.” Moreover, there is a privacy argument that people shouldn’t have to consent to disclosure of personal information in order to obtain public agency information (for example, if a site user otherwise only makes certain information accessible to those they select--in Facebook parlance, to “friends”).

To err on the side of caution, a public agency may want to use a variation on the warning used on the Florida city’s page (see sidebar on page 13):

This [insert agency name]’s page is for general public information only. Should you require a response from the agency or wish to request agency services, you must go to [insert name of agency website, if appropriate] or call the agency at [insert telephone number].

Please also be aware that, under certain circumstance, content appearing on this page may be subject to California’s public records laws and subject to disclosure by the agency if requested. This may include information about you that you make available through your privacy settings on this site on your own pages.

Social media mavens may have a different theory, but it may be wise—both operationally and legally—to set the agency’s privacy settings to “public” as opposed to “friends” or “friends of friends” so that everyone can see content the agency posts. This avoids putting people in the position of potentially having to reveal personal information (that they prefer to only reveal to “real” friends) in order to access the agency’s content.

Alternatively, one can err on the side of caution and take steps to preserve postings on social media as public records. This is how the City of Palo Alto’s social media policy addresses this issue:

1) The City’s social media sites are subject to the California Public Records Act and Proposition 59, amending Article 1, Section 3 of the California Constitution. Any content maintained in a social media format that is related to City business, including a list of subscribers and posted communication (with certain exceptions), is a public record. The Department maintaining the site is responsible for responding completely and accurately to any public records request for public records on social media; provided, however, such requests shall be handled in collaboration with the City Attorney’s Office. Content related to City business shall be maintained in an accessible format and so that it can be produced in response to a request (see the City’s Twitter, Facebook and Video Posting standards). Wherever possible, such sites shall clearly indicate that any articles and any other content posted or submitted for posting may be or are subject to public disclosure upon request. Users shall be notified that public disclosure requests must be directed to the relevant department’s director or designee.

2) California law and relevant City records retention schedules apply to social media formats and social media content. Unless otherwise addressed in a specific social media standards document, the department maintaining a site shall preserve records required to be maintained pursuant to a relevant records retention schedule for the required retention period on a City server in a format that preserves the integrity of the original record and
is easily accessible. Appropriate retention formats for specific social media tools are
detailed in the City’s Twitter, Facebook and Video Posting standards.

If a local agency decides to preserve postings on social media as public records, the agency
should develop a strategy for capturing and archiving social media content. The National
Archives and Records Administration (NARA) Guidance on Managing Records in Web
2.0/Social Media Platforms for federal agencies suggests several strategies including:

- Using web crawling and software to store content or take snapshots of record content
- Using web capture tools to create local versions of sites and migrate content to other
  formats
- Using platform specific application programming interfaces (API) to pull record
  content as identified in the schedule

In addition, keep in mind that not all members of a community have access to the internet or the
same quality internet (see sidebar on page 14 on the digital divide). Adopt a practice of
endeavoring to make the information one makes available through the internet available through
other means. Below is an excerpt, for example, of the federal government’s social media
policy.

1. Requirement: Agencies are required to provide members of the public who do not have
internet connectivity with timely and equitable access to information, for example, by
providing hard copies of reports and forms. For the most part, using social media
technologies as an exclusive channel for information distribution would prevent users without
internet access from receiving such information. In addition, some social media services
require high speed internet access and high bandwidth to be effectively utilized, which may
not be available in rural areas or may be unaffordable. In general, this requirement is no
different for social media implementations than it is for other electronic service offerings.
Programs must simply make alternative, non-electronic, forms of information dissemination
available upon request. Resources: OMB Circular A-130 section 8 (See a5(d)) and Appendix
IV

Privacy Policies

The overlay of public records and retention requirements creates interesting issues relating to
privacy policies posted on sites. Such policies became mandatory for commercial sites in 2004
after the state enacted the California Online Privacy Protection Act of 2003. This act requires
commercial websites and online service providers that collect personal information (as defined,
which includes such information as names and email addresses) on California consumers to
conspicuously post and comply with a privacy policy. Even though the requirement applies to
commercial sites and services, privacy policies have become a standard element of most
websites, including public agency websites.

As a result, it seems important to make sure that the agency’s privacy policy on its site is
consistent with the agency’s analysis of and approach to public records retention and production.
For purposes of using third party social media applications, another issue for public agencies is alerting the public that the information they are sharing is subject to the social media site’s privacy policies (in addition to the public agency’s analysis of its obligations under the Public Records Act and the agency’s own privacy practices). A good practice is to provide a link to the site’s policy, as well as any information about the public agency’s policy.

**Procurement, Gift and Contract Issues**

**Procurement Issues**

Most social media sites are offered for free and the agency’s process for selecting one kind of social media outlet may or may not involve a comparative analysis of terms or capabilities. Public agencies (particularly larger ones with more complex procurement regulations) will want to make sure that the decision to use any given social media service complies with the agency’s rules.

**Gift Issues**

When the federal government started examining social media issues, there was a concern that accepting free services might run afoul of some agencies’ gift rules. In California, the Political Reform Act defines a “gift” as “any payment that confers a personal benefit on the recipient, to the extent that consideration of equal or greater value is not received and includes a rebate or discount in the price of anything of value unless the rebate or discount is made in the regular course of business to members of the public without regard to official status.” The Fair Political Practices Commission’s regulations relating to gifts to public agencies tie to this definition of gift.

One would assume that a free service that is not tied to official status would fall outside the Political Reform Act’s definition of gifts. However, the regulations interpreting the act define “payment” as including the provision of goods or services to an agency, although the regulation only applies to a payment “that is otherwise a gift to a public official.” As long as the agency is accessing social media services that are free or offered at the same rates to everyone, it would seem that such services would not be reportable as a gift to the agency.

**Indemnification and Other Terms of Use Issues**

Most online sites require users to agree to terms of service that include such provisions as:

1. **Indemnification and Defense.** When a public agency creates an account on a social media site, it typically must agree not to sue the site, nor allow the site to be included in suits against the agency. Many sites also require the account owner to pay the site's legal costs arising from such suits.

2. **Applicable Law and Venue.** Most terms of service also assert that a certain state's laws (usually California, but not necessarily always) apply to the terms of use and that the state’s courts will adjudicate disputes.
The terms of service represent a binding contract; public agencies should assure that they have taken the steps necessary to bind the agency to such an agreement.87

Some companies are willing to negotiate on the substantive provisions in the terms of use, but they may be hesitant to negotiate separate agreements with dozens of different agencies. After individual negotiations with the National Association of State Chief Information Officers (NASCIO) Social Media Workgroup, Facebook and YouTube have revised their general terms of use agreements to address legal issues unique to official state and local government agency use, particularly related to indemnification, jurisdiction, and venue.88

**Equal Access/Section 508 Issues**

California and the federal government have each committed to make their electronic and information technology accessible to people with disabilities.89 The requirement applies to those who receive funding from these entities.

Among other things, this means using code that works with readers and other such devices that makes information available on the internet to those with disabilities. The goal is to make sure that disabled employees and members of the public access to information that is comparable to the access available to others.

Some social sites are automatically accessible because they are primarily text (for example, blogs). Others have taken steps to address this issue (see, for example, Facebook’s instructions on accessing its site with screen readers at [www.facebook.com/help/141636465971794/](www.facebook.com/help/141636465971794/)). The concern is that some multimedia sites may not provide the opportunity to include transcripts or captioning. The federal government is working on this issue, but local agencies using social media may want to make sure the social media tools they use are Section 508 compliant. In addition, a good practice is to post information on Section 508 compliant sites (such as one’s own website), so people with disabilities always have an accessible version of the content, and that the official version of content is located on a government website.

**Conclusion**

Social media offers a variety of tools to connect with the public. As with any communications tool, the key is to think about how the tool fits in with an overall strategy and what resources will be needed to use the tool effectively. It is also important to understand what role the law plays in their use so no missteps occur.
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